
Indians mourn Triple-A clubhouse manager 
Players help launch fund to benefit Pruzinsky's widow, unborn twins 
By Jordan Bastian MLB.com @MLBastian 
LAKE BUENA VISTA, Fla. -- Fletcher Wilkes fought back tears as he spoke over the phone on Tuesday afternoon. For anyone who knew Matt 
Pruzinsky, the clubhouse manager for the Triple-A Columbus Clippers, the past few days have been stunning and hard to stomach. 
 
Pruzinsky passed away suddenly and unexpectedly on Sunday at the age of 32, leaving behind his wife, Shannon, who is expecting twin boys 
in March. Wilkes, who is the home clubhouse manager for the Indians' complex in Arizona, worked closely with Pruzinsky for the past decade 
during Spring Training. 
 
"His smile, his personality, and the way he went about his day, his life," said Wilkes, who was overcome with emotion. "The way life was for 
him, it was like he was a servant for everybody. He truly was. When he was in a room, you knew it. He made people laugh and smile. His 
presence was very infectious. You can see it throughout what the players have been saying. We all loved him. He never had a bad day." 
 
Pruzinsky died of cardiac arrest while attending the Cleveland Browns' NFL game against the Green Bay Packers on Sunday. Ken Schnacke, 
the president and general manager of the Clippers, said Pruzinsky was healthy and there was no indication something like this could happen. 
That made the news especially shocking for everyone who crossed paths with Pruzinsky. 
 
"I have a pit in my stomach," said Tony Amato, the Indians' home clubhouse manager at Progressive Field. 
 
Prior to his role with the Clippers, Pruzinsky worked in the clubhouse for the Class A Lake County Captains. Over the past 14 years, Pruzinsky 
had the opportunity to get to know a host of players. In the wake of his passing, dozens of those who spent time in the clubhouse with 
Pruzinsky began contributing to a fund to support his family. 
 
Indians reliever Shawn Armstrong started a GoFundMe page called, "The 26th Man -- Matt Pruzinsky." As of Tuesday evening, the account had 
collected more than $60,000. 
 
Lonnie Chisenhall, Jason Kipnis, Cody Allen, Josh Tomlin, Yan Gomes, Danny Salazar and Mike Clevinger are among the current Indians 
players who have donated. Former Cleveland players Nick Swisher, Travis Hafner and Jeff Manship, among others, also contributed. Former 
Tribe pitcher Frank Herrmann, who was at the Winter Meetings on Tuesday, donated and said he reached out to other former players to spread 
the word about the fund. 
 
"I'm just so happy that everyone came together like they have to make this possible for Shannon and their future boys," Armstrong said via text. 
"He always went out of his way for everyone and I'm glad everyone is doing the same for him." 
 
Schnacke, who is also at the Winter Meetings, was blown away by how the players came together to help create that fund, which has also had 
umpires, staffers from throughout the Indians' organization and plenty of others join the cause. After the Meetings, Schnacke said the Clippers 
will work with the Indians to ensure that the money gathered will be funneled directly to Pruzinsky's family. He would like to set up a college 
fund for the twins as part of the process. 
 
"Everyone loved him," said Schnacke, who noted that Pruzinsky would work in the Clippers' offices during the offseason. "He would get 
anything for you. He such good care of everybody in the clubhouse. We're all shocked." 
 
Both Wilkes and Amato noted that the role of a clubhouse manager can be much different at Triple-A than any other level. 
 
During the season, there might be young players who are upset that they are not in the Majors, or veteran players dealing with a trip back down 
to the Minor Leagues. During Spring Training, when players are cut from big league camp and sent to the Triple-A clubhouse, Pruzinsky was 
often their first point of contact. He dealt with equipment and daily needs of players, also helping to organize housing or shipping of players' 
vehicles. 
 
"Matt professionally and personally handled it so well," Amato said. "He'd come over and talk to those guys right away, and they were never 
upset with Matt. They loved and appreciated what Matt did. ... It was unbelievable the extent he went to impact their lives." 
 
Indians assistant general manager Carter Hawkins, formerly the team's director of player development, said clubhouse managers are critical to 
the culture of an organization. 
 
"Matt lived our values," Hawkins said. "You talk to ex-players and you ask them about different organizations, the first thing they often will say is 
how the clubhouse guys were. We've gotten a leg up in free-agent negotiations before because our clubhouse guys are great. But, even more 
than that, we're able to implement and sustain our culture, because of how good the clubhouse guys are. 
 
"To lose somebody as special as Matt, it's just devastating. He was a teammate. He was a friend. Not just to our players, but to our front office 
as well. We're obviously thinking about his wife and his kids on the way." 
 



Tribe's checklist waits on Santana's decision 
By Jordan Bastian MLB.com @MLBastian 
LAKE BUENA VISTA, Fla. -- The Indians would like to keep Carlos Santana in the fold, but they currently have to balance negotiating with 
waiting while also planning ahead in case he signs elsewhere. 
 
So, all continues to be quiet for Cleveland, but Chris Antonetti, the team's president of baseball operations, noted on Tuesday evening that his 
days here at the Winter Meetings have been filled with meetings and phone calls and text messages. Those conversations have not resulted in 
anything of major substance on the transaction wire, but some of that is due to Santana's pending decision. 
 
The free-agent first baseman is reportedly weighing several offers, which the Indians can try to top if they want to retain Santana. While 
Cleveland waits out that situation, it is working on contingencies. That is why the Indians have been linked to the likes of free agents Logan 
Morrison, Matt Adams and Lucas Duda, among others, in various reports. 
Morrison's name popped up on Tuesday as a possibility for the Tribe via a report from MLB Network insider Ken Rosenthal, and the first 
baseman presents an interesting option. 
 
Last season, Morrison made swing adjustments that led to a dramatic increase in power production. After posting a .416 slugging percentage 
and .741 OPS over the previous seven seasons, Morrison launched a career-high 38 homers with a .516 slugging and .868 OPS in 2017. 
Morrison went from having a 104 OPS+ from 2010-16 (indicating he was 4 percent above league average) to a 135 OPS+ in '17. 
 
That is quite a jump in production, and something the Indians would have to evaluate before trusting that the most recent results would be 
sustainable over a multiyear contract. 
 
Antonetti did not comment on Morrison specifically, but he did say the Indians spent part of Tuesday morning discussing a player who had a 
career year, and whether it was an outlier or a sign of more to come. 
 
"We spent an hour or two talking about that specific thing with a particular player," Antonetti said. "How do the changes in his mechanics affect 
the way we value him? Is it sustainable? Is it not? In one case, if a guy makes a change to get back to where he was, does that make us more 
optimistic about his future value? But we do spend a lot of time looking at those sorts of things." 
 
Veteran outfielder Austin Jackson, who is a free agent after an impressive one-year stop with the Indians last season, was on hand at the 
Winter Meetings on Tuesday. He reportedly met with Cleveland's decision-makers to discuss a potential return, and Antonetti has noted many 
times this winter that the club has interest in a reunion. In 85 games last year, Jackson hit .318 with an .869 OPS. 
 
Trying to re-sign Jackson -- or acquiring a similar type of player -- is on Cleveland's to-do list this offseason. It could be an important layer of 
depth given the uncertainty surrounding Tribe outfielder Brandon Guyer, who had left wrist surgery in October. Antonetti said Tuesday the 
Indians "expect him to be fine for the majority of the season" but his status for Opening Day is unclear. 
 
So, Antonetti and his front-office team will keep waiting on Santana's decision, and mulling their alternatives. 
 
"Our days have been full," Antonetti said. "There's been a ton of dialogue." 
 
Jordan Bastian has covered the Indians for MLB.com since 2011, and previously covered the Blue Jays from 2006-10. Read his blog, Major 
League Bastian, follow him on Twitter @MLBastian and Facebook. 
 
Ocker honored as 2018 Spink Award recipient 
By Anthony Castrovince MLB.com @castrovince 
LAKE BUENA VISTA, Fla. -- The Akron Beacon Journal had decided to invest in full coverage of the 1981 Cleveland Indians, not just home 
games. But the newspaper's Tribe beat reporter did not want to travel. The sports editor needed somebody flexible -- or perhaps crazy -- 
enough to spend an entire summer following a season that wound up being memorable for Len Barker's perfect game and little else. 
 
Sheldon Ocker, who had been covering the NBA's Cavaliers, agreed to take on the job. He had no idea he'd be doing it for the next 33 years. 
 
"I should have known better," he jokes now. 
 
Ocker met all the deadlines, sat through all the rain delays, caught all the flights and, of course, covered all the highs and lows and news and 
notes associated with more than three decades in the life of a baseball club. Now they'll put his name not in a byline but on the most prestigious 
award a baseball scribe can receive. On Tuesday, Ocker was announced as the 2018 recipient of the J.G. Taylor Spink Award in balloting by 
the Baseball Writers' Association of America. He will be honored with the accolade as part of the Hall of Fame's induction weekend on July 27-
30 next summer in Cooperstown, N.Y. 
 
"I was surprised," Ocker said. "I guess nobody expects that they're going to win, but I sure didn't." 
 
The writers recognized Ocker for his indefatigable approach to the job. From that 1981 season through his retirement at the end of the Tribe's 
2013 campaign, he very rarely missed a game -- both in Spring Training and the regular season. 



 
"He had the four things every beat writer needs -- he was a good reporter, he had strong opinions, he never took a day off and he knew the 
best restaurants in every city on the road," said Paul Hoynes, who has covered the Indians since 1983. "More than that, he's a good friend." 
 
Ocker, 75, retired following the 2013 season after 33 years on the Indians' beat for the Beacon Journal. He was named the Ohio Sports Writer 
of the Year in '97 and 2000 by the National Sportscasters and Sportswriters Association and served as the president of the BBWAA in '85 and 
as chair of the Cleveland Chapter 11 times. He is now the 69th winner of the Spink Award, having received 168 votes among the 426 ballots 
cast, including two blank submissions, via BBWAA members with at least 10 consecutive years of service. Jim Reeves (143 votes) of the Fort 
Worth Star-Telegram and longtime Minneapolis-based baseball writer Patrick Reusse (113 votes) were also considered. 
 
When Ocker gets to the podium in Cooperstown, he'll have more than a few stories to tell. Like the time a rookie by the name of Manny 
Ramirez summoned him to a table in the visiting clubhouse in Kansas City where Ramirez was sitting with Julian Tavarez. 
 
"Can you give us a loan?" Ramirez asked Ocker. 
"How much, Manny?" Ocker replied. 
 
"Sixty thousand dollars," Ramirez said. "We want to buy two Harleys." 
 
Ocker had to explain to the young Ramirez that sportswriter salaries aren't exactly on par with those of the ballplayers they cover. 
 
Not all the laughs came courtesy of Manny. When things were slow on the field, Ocker would occasionally pepper the press box by drawing 
from his collection of cutouts from the New York Post of an old jokes column from comedian Joey Adams and reading the groaners aloud to the 
audience. 
 
"Mostly they were not funny at all," Ocker said. "Which is why they were funny." 
 
You've got to have a sense of humor to do what Ocker did for as long as he did it. But the funny thing about the baseball beat for those who do 
it long enough is that the lifestyle gets in your blood after a while. And for Ocker, retirement was a rude awakening. 
 
"It took two years before I stopped packing my suitcase every other week," he joked. "You kind of have withdrawal a little bit, because you have 
this routine that's like the opposite of a normal person. Instead of going to Kansas City to see the Royals, you have to go to the grocery store to 
buy some hamburger." 
 
And so Ocker wound up on a beat of a very different sort, working part-time as an editor and school board reporter for a company that produces 
community magazines in the Northeast Ohio area. 
 
But Ocker's time in baseball was not forgotten by those who worked alongside him all those years. 
 
"When you get voted into something by the people you've worked with for years and years, it makes it more special, because they know what 
you do and you know what they do and you're kind of all in the same boat," he said. "When they recognize you like that, it makes it pretty neat." 
 
Tribe facing big 'pen vacancy without Shaw 
By Jordan Bastian MLB.com @MLBastian 
LAKE BUENA VISTA, Fla. -- Bryan Shaw has been not only one of the most durable arms in baseball over the past five seasons but also in the 
history of the Indians' franchise. That track record as manager Terry Francona's go-to setup man earned the right-hander a lucrative free-agent 
contract. 
 
On Tuesday night, multiple reports indicated that Shaw reached a three-year deal with the Rockies, pending a physical. According to ESPN, the 
pact was worth $9 million annually, which is the same salary that Indians relief ace Andrew Miller will make in 2018. It was never realistic for 
Cleveland to retain Shaw, but the club's need to replace his innings is very real. 
 
"When you lose a guy like Bryan, you almost need two guys to replace him," Indians president of baseball operations Chris Antonetti said on 
Monday. "We do have some guys that did well in the bullpen last year that will have to absorb more meaningful innings." 
 
As things stand, the Indians have Miller and closer Cody Allen in the fold for next season, along with Dan Otero, Zach McAllister, Nick Goody 
and Tyler Olson. Shawn Armstrong, who is out of Minor League options, will also be in the mix for a relief job. Given the depth of Cleveland's 
starting rotation, one of Josh Tomlin, Mike Clevinger or Danny Salazar could be in the bullpen to start the year, too. 
 
This offseason, Shaw and Joe Smith hit free agency for the Tribe. With Shaw off the board, the Indians might still look to re-sign Smith, who 
posted a 3.33 ERA with 71 strikeouts and 10 walks in 54 innings between stints with Toronto and Cleveland last season. The Indians will surely 
be exploring other alternatives via trade and free agency to bolster a relief corps that led the Majors with a 2.89 ERA in 2017. 
 
"We'll continue to look for opportunities to add to that group if we can," Antonetti said. 
 



The Indians are also being mindful that Miller and Allen will be eligible for free agency next offseason. That played a part in Cleveland's recent 
decision to sign Otero to a two-year, $2.5 million extension that includes a team option for 2020. Allen is eligible for salary arbitration for the 
final time this winter, and Cleveland will likely broach the idea of an extension. 
 
As for Shaw, he is the only pitcher in the Majors with at least 70 appearances in each of the past five years, and the first to piece together a 
five-year run of that kind since Smith did so from 2011-15. Shaw and Jeurys Familia are the only pitchers in baseball with at least 70 games 
and 75 innings in a season three times in the past 10 years. Over the past five, Shaw has posted a 3.11 ERA, 3.45 FIP with the most games 
(378), innings (tied, 358 2/3) and pitches thrown (5,892) among Major League relievers. 
 
Shaw holds the Indians' single-season record for appearances (80 in 2014), and his 378 career relief outings with Cleveland are second only to 
Allen (386) in team history. 
 
Last year, Shaw had a 3.52 ERA with 73 strikeouts against 22 walks in 76 2/3 innings and 79 appearances (tied for the AL lead). The right-
hander throws a cutter-slider mix and saw his average velocity climb to 95.5 mph in September, compared to 93.7 mph in April, per Statcast™. 
His 55.9 percent ground-ball rate in '17 was his best single-season mark since 2012, and the 18 double plays he induced led MLB relievers. 
 
"The way I view it," Francona said this offseason, "is it's almost like the offensive lineman that shows up every game, and the only time people 
really talk about them is when he misses a block. [Shaw] took so much pride in being available, and he carried so much of the load for us for 
five years. It is remarkable." 
 
Winter Meetings: Day 2 
by Jordan Bastian 
When I checked into my hotel on Sunday here at Disney World, the employee setting me up with a room went through the usual routine. Credit 
card for incidentals. Floor preference. Confirming checkout day. Showing me points of interest and modes of transportation on a colorful map. 
 
And then… 
“I’ll be right back with your magic band.” 
“Wait, what?” 
“Your magic band. You wear it and it acts as both your room key and a way to charge things around our resort.” 
“Can I just have a normal room key?” 
His Greatest Place on Earth smile vanished, and his face contorted into a frown. 
“My family isn’t with me. No kids,” I explained. “I’m here for baseball’s Winter Meetings” 
His disappointed expression did not change. 
“So, you don’t want the magic band?” 
“No, I won’t need that.” 
He let out a long sigh. 
“Fine.” 
This was a very disappointing development here at Disney. And so, he typed away the remainder of the check-in process in silence, and asked 
the worker next to him to configure my horrible, awful, no-fun room key. And then he walked away. 
 
A few moments later, he returned, still frowning. 
 
“I brought you the magic band anyway. It has your name on it.” 
 
“Oh,” I replied, accepting the slim, gray watch with the Mickey logo on the top. “Thanks.” 
 
I turned it over in my hand and, sure enough, there was “Jordan” inscribed on the underside of the band. It’s back in my room as I write here at 
the Dolphin Hotel this morning. Hopefully, it’s not racking up room charges. I’ll let the kiddos fight over the watch when I get back home to Ohio. 
 
Keep checking back here throughout the day for updates on the Tribe from Day 2 of the Winter Meetings… 
 
Long-time Indians beat reporter Sheldon Ocker, who retired after 2013 following 33 years covering the club, won the J.G. Taylor Spink Award 
on Tuesday. He’ll be going into the National Baseball Hall of Fame. Said long-time beat man Paul Hoynes: “I couldn’t be happier for Sheldon. 
He had the four things every beat writer needs — he was a good reporter, he had strong opinions, he never took a day off and he knew the best 
restaurants in every city on the road. More than that, he’s a good friend.” 
ICYMI: Here was the story from Day 1 on Indians.com. Manager Terry Francona said he still views Michael Brantley as an outfielder right now, 
but there are a lot of scenarios in play for the Tribe. 
Also from Monday: CLICK HERE for more on the coaching staff additions, or HERE for the triumphant return of Michael Martinez, or HERE to 
learn more about the experiences up for auction by the Indians in MLB’s annual charity event. 
A reminder that, if you want to contribute to the GoFundMe account for the family of the late Matt Pruzinsky, CLICK HERE. Indians pitcher 
Shawn Armstrong and teammates set it up after the sudden death of the 32-year-old Pruzinsky, who was the clubhouse manager for Triple-A 
Columbus. His wife Shannon is pregnant with twins, due in March. 



Aside from the Giancarlo Stanton press conference on Monday, it was a pretty quiet day around the Swan and Dolphin. That was also true of 
the Indians, except reports that Carlos Santana remains a priority. Per Hoynes, Santana’s camp is currently weighing “several” offers, but it’s 
unclear how close they might be to a deal. 
Jon Heyman of FanRag Sports reports that the Mets, Rockies, Jays, Mariners have all expressed interest in Jay Bruce. Heyman also notes that 
the Indians plan on meeting with Austin Jackson’s camp on Tuesday. 
Marlins outfielder Marcell Ozuna is reportedly available and Heyman notes that 6–8 teams are in on him. Cleveland has shown interest in 
Ozuna in the past two seasons and it would make sense to inquire again. He’s 27 and under control for two more seasons. MLBTR projects 
that he could net around $10.9M in arbitration this winter. Last year, Ozuna hit .312 (.924 OPS) with 27 homers and 124 RBIs. 
The Indians have agreed to a Minor League contract with a non-roster spring invite with righty Alexi Ogando, pending physical. MLB.com’s 
Jesse Sanchez reported that Ogando hopes to get stretched out as a starter in the spring. 
Ken Rosenthal of The Athletic notes that the Indians view free-agent first baseman Logan Morrison as a possible fallback plan, if Santana signs 
elsewhere. 
Antonetti said center fielder Bradley Zimmer is recovering well from his left hand surgery and should be fine for Spring Training. 
Outfielder Brandon Guyer’s status isn’t as clear. Antonetti said the Indians “expect him to be fine for the majority of the season.” Translation: 
Guyer (left wrist surgery in October) might not be ready in time for Opening Day. 
Austin Jackson was at the Dolphin on Tuesday and reportedly met with the Tribe. Trying to re-sign Jackson certainly makes sense, especially 
given Guyer’s situation. Jackson filled in admirably with Guyer out for much of last year. 
Antonetti said there is no rush on Cody Anderson (Tommy John surgery in March). The Indians want to “see his rehab through,” and TJ usually 
comes with a 12–18 month process. 
Per multiple reports, Indians free-agent reliever Bryan Shaw reached a three-year contract with the Rockies. ESPN’s Buster Olney reported that 
the pact was worth $9 million annually. 
 
'He never had a bad day': Indians mourn the unexpect ed loss of Triple-A clubhouse manager 
By Zack Meisel 13 hours ago  
LAKE BUENA VISTA, Florida — In a sense, players should have loathed seeing Matt Pruzinsky. 
 
No one dreams of playing at the Triple-A level. Prospects are ignoring their surroundings and instead envisioning what might come next, the 
spotlight, the hefty paychecks, the generous meal money, the cozy clubhouse and the charter flights. Veterans are peeved about their demotion 
to Triple-A and tasked with tweaking their game to meet major league standards. 
 
But those who encountered Matt — no matter the road they traveled to arrive in Columbus, the site of the Indians’ Triple-A affiliate — all wish 
they could see him again. 
 
The home clubhouse manager for the Clippers since 2010, Matt passed away unexpectedly on Sunday. He and his wife, Shannon, spent the 
weekend in Cleveland to celebrate Matt’s mother’s birthday. They attended the Browns game on Sunday, a frigid afternoon on the lakeshore. 
Matt went into cardiac arrest. Clippers general manager Ken Schnacke received that gut-punching call about 10:30 Sunday night. 
 
Matt was 32. Shannon is expecting twin boys in March. 
 
“We’re just shocked,” Schnacke told The Athletic. “Far too young for something like that to happen. Just shows you how precious life is.” 
 
For an indication of how many lives Pruzinsky touched, look no further than the GoFundMe page that Indians reliever Shawn Armstrong 
created. As of Tuesday evening, the page had piled up more than $63,000 in donations. More than 50 current and former Indians players and 
coaches have contributed. Frank Herrmann, who pitched in the Indians’ organization from 2006-14, encouraged several of his former Tribe 
teammates to chip in, including Josh Tomlin and Vinny Rottino. 
 
“I’m just so happy that everyone came together like they have to make this possible for Shannon and their future boys,” Armstrong said. “He 
always went out of his way for everyone and I’m glad everyone is doing the same for him.” 
 
Schnacke has discussed with several Indians representatives a plan to make a donation on behalf of the organization once the executives 
return to Cleveland from the winter meetings later this week. 
 
“Some guys come in like Josh Tomlin and they understand everything and they’re as friendly as can be from day one,” Schnacke said. 
“Sometimes you find you have to give a guy 24 hours to adjust. Matt had a tendency to make everybody at ease. He just knew what to say. He 
knew their mannerisms. I’ve never heard of a player getting upset with him.” 
 
@DannySalazar67 
So sad to lose a great friend like you Matt, but I’m sure God has better plans for you my good Friend, my prayers to your wife and those twins 
that are on their way and th rest of your family #R.I.P.Mattpruzinsky #Ilostafriend @CLBClippers 
Matt joined the organization in 2003 as a clubhouse attendant for the Class A Lake County Captains. When the Clippers’ clubhouse manager 
left the team in 2009, he told Schnacke: “If you have a chance, you need to bring Matt up from Lake County. He’s just hells bells better than 
anybody else we’ve seen.” 
 



For the past decade, Matt has assisted with spring training clubhouse duties in Goodyear, Arizona. He developed a close bond with Fletcher 
Wilkes, the clubhouse manager at the complex. 
 
“When he was in a room, you knew it,” Wilkes said, his voice shaking. “His smile, his personality, and the way he went about his day, his life, 
the way life was for him, it was like he was a servant for everybody. He made people laugh and smile. His presence was very infectious. 
 
“We all loved him. He never had a bad day.” 
 
And that’s something to marvel at, considering the logistical nightmares that can surface at the Triple-A level. Players can swing back and forth 
between Cleveland and Columbus like a yo-yo. When the Indians make roster cuts at the end of spring training, some deeply disappointed 
players must pack for Columbus instead of Cleveland. Matt helped them set up housing, ship their cars and assist their families with any travel 
plans. 
 
“It was unbelievable the extent he went to to impact their lives,” said Tony Amato, the Indians’ clubhouse manager. 
 
Said Indians assistant GM Carter Hawkins: “Seeing the outpouring of support and emotion from our guys after this tragic news is further proof 
of how special of a guy he was and how important he was to what we do.” 
 
You won’t find a current or former Clippers player to say otherwise. The list of contributors to the GoFundMe page includes prominent names 
such as Jason Kipnis and guys who spent plenty of time in the minors, such as Nick Maronde and Luke Carlin. 
 
“He created an environment there that people wanted to be around,” Hawkins said. “One bad apple in that type of role can ruin a clubhouse. He 
was one of the best apples. We’re going to miss him a lot.” 
 
Chris Antonetti and Mike Chernoff want to be the mos t boring people in baseball 
By Zack Meisel 2 hours ago  
LAKE BUENA VISTA, Florida — “Does Mickey do more interviews than everybody else?” 
 
Chris Antonetti’s playful jab sparked a collective head-turn of the five reporters who had broached the Indians’ compound on Tuesday 
afternoon. There sat Mickey Callaway, the former Tribe pitching coach, answering the same questions on MLB Network that have been lobbed 
his way all week. 
 
“He requests them,” replied Mike Chernoff, sitting a few feet from Antonetti on the sectional in the Indians’ suite. 
 
“He’s on TV all the time,” Antonetti said. “Where does he rank on the ‘Most Handsome Managers’ list?” 
 
NBC Sports’ Hardball Talk released its annual rankings earlier this week. Callaway checked in at No. 18, two spots behind Terry Francona. 
 
“(Kevin Cash) was ahead of him, right?” Antonetti asked. 
 
“Cashy was one spot ahead of Tito, I heard,” Chernoff replied. 
 
A reporter then mentioned he spotted Chernoff running Tuesday morning along the boardwalk outside of the Swan and Dolphin Resort. The 
reporter noted how Chernoff wasn’t keeping pace with Rangers general manager Jon Daniels. 
 
“I caught up to Ben Cherington,” Chernoff said. 
 
After a momentary pause, Chernoff pretended to step away from the couch. 
 
“And that’s the news of the day,” he said. “That might be the news of the day.” 
 
Well, Chernoff’s morning jog only had Bryan Shaw’s relocation to the Rocky Mountains, an Alexi Ogando minor-league signing and a Brandon 
Guyer injury update as competition for Tuesday’s top headline. The Indians are busy, but they aren’t busy finalizing significant transactions. 
And whatever they are busy doing, Antonetti and Chernoff don’t want to reveal much about it. 
 
That explains why Antonetti, just a couple of minutes into Tuesday’s session with reporters, posed this question: “Are we the two most boring 
people to talk to in baseball?” 
 
After another brief pause, Antonetti added: “If we are, we accomplished our goal.” 
 
There is certain information Antonetti is barred from spilling in a room full of reporters. There are certain nuggets that could harm the Indians’ 
offseason agenda should they become public. And, really, anything specific about potential moves or considerations falls into those taboo 
categories. 
 



So, reporters are left to wonder what the Indians are truly pursuing, and they’re left to seek out other sources to paint the complete picture. 
 
“Our days have been full with different agents and teams and phone calls and texts,” Antonetti said. “There’s been a ton of dialogue.” 
 
Just not much action. There might not be much for a while, or at all. The Indians might have a positional puzzle to piece together, but they do 
return the majority of their major-league roster. They certainly aren’t panicking about the lack of news releases spewing out of their printer. 
 
The Indians don’t yet know where Michael Brantley or Jason Kipnis will play next season, for instance, but they know both guys are under 
contract. They also know that if they sign any free agents or swing a trade or two, they have the flexibility to arrange their defense accordingly. 
 
But until that happens, there’s little concrete news to report, only speculative or alternatively sourced thinking. 
 
“I actually would have some speculation on who would be less interesting,” he said, “but I don’t think it would be good for me to guess who 
might be.” 
 
Sigh. He might be accomplishing his goal after all. 
 
I spy 
A slew of former Tribe players have walked the halls of the Dolphin Resort this week, including Travis Hafner, John McDonald, Jamey Carroll, 
Jayson Nix and Frank Herrmann. 
 
Herrmann, who pitched in the Indians’ organization from 2006-14, spent last season in Japan. He lives in Tampa, so he made the trek to 
Orlando on Tuesday to catch up with some familiar faces with the Indians before he had to return home to pick up his kids from school. 
 
The Indians have upward of 60 members of the organization at the winter meetings. 
 
Former Tribe assistant hitting coach Matt Quatraro, the Rays’ new third-base coach, also made a one-day visit on Tuesday to meet with his 
new staff. 
 
New arm 
The Indians agreed to a minor-league deal with Ogando, 34. The right-hander owns a 3.47 ERA and a 4.03 FIP across seven big-league 
seasons. He pitched in South Korea in 2017. Ogando is the eighth non-roster Indians player to receive a spring training invite this offseason. 
 
Recovery trail 
Guyer, who underwent wrist surgery after the season, might not be ready for Opening Day. Antonetti said he expects Guyer “to be fine for the 
majority of the season.” There’s no timetable yet for the 31-year-old to resume baseball activities. 
 
Guyer was an integral part of the Indians’ run to the World Series in 2016, as he posted a .333/.438/.469 slash line following his midsummer 
trade from the Rays. Last year, however, his numbers dipped to .236/.326/.327, and the guy who typically feasts on left-handed pitching even 
struggled in that department (.691 OPS). 
 
Cody Anderson, who underwent Tommy John surgery in mid-March, continues to progress along his recovery path. Antonetti said the club will 
have a better idea of his timetable once spring training begins. 
 
Award tour 
Sheldon Ocker, a longtime Indians beat writer for the Akron Beacon Journal, was named the 2018 recipient of the J.G. Taylor Spink Award by 
the BBWAA. He’ll be honored at the Baseball Hall of Fame induction ceremony in late July. Ocker, known for his dry wit, covered the Indians 
from 1981-2013, following a 10-year stint on the Cavaliers beat. 
 
'Is it sustainable?' Identifying an outlier is part  of the challenge for the Indians 
T.J. Zuppe 11 hours ago 
LAKE BUENA VISTA, Florida — When a player makes a tangible change to his approach or swing — and those adjustments lead to an 
increased rate of performance — how much can that be trusted to continue? 
 
The Indians front office devoted time and energy to discussing that difficult question in their Dolphin Resort suite Tuesday morning, enough that 
when I asked about that dynamic during the afternoon media session, Chris Antonetti was quick to wonder whether they had another issue with 
the paper-thin doors between adjoining suites. 
 
“Were you in our room this morning?” Antonetti jokingly asked. 
 
“We spent an hour or two talking about that specific thing with a particular player. How do the changes in his mechanics affect the way we value 
him? Is it sustainable? Is it not? In one case, if a guy makes a change to get back to where he was, does that make us more optimistic about 
his future value? We do spend a lot of time looking at those sorts of things.” 
 



While they never mentioned anyone specifically, one player who might need that sort of difficult and careful evaluation is Logan Morrison, who 
Ken Rosenthal of The Athletic reported was among the free-agent “possibilities” the team will consider if Carlos Santana signs elsewhere this 
winter. 
 
While they are still keeping the door propped open for Santana, Matt Adams and Lucas Duda are also two names who have been linked to the 
Indians as fallback options. 
 
The 30-year-old Morrison, though, is a curious and interesting case. 
 
Before last season, the left-handed hitting first baseman spent most of his first seven years in the majors just above the league average in run-
creation. Morrison hit more than 17 home runs just once in that span, a career-high 23 bombs in 2011. He also finished with just over 1.0 wins 
above replacement just once, worth just 2.3 WAR over his career. 
 
But last year, Morrison made some significant changes to his offense profile. 
 
He became a more selective hitter, carrying a walk rate 4 percent higher than the previous season and 3 percent higher than his update career 
mark. He also became more selective in the pitches he swung at. 
 
Here is a look at his swings in 2016: 
Here are his swings in 2017: 
In addition to a more refined offensive approach, he also seemingly became a convert to baseball's airball revolution. Morrison went from hitting 
the ball in the air typically between 34 and 37 percent of the time to a career-high 46.2 percent in 2017, almost 10 percent higher than his 
career rate. 
 
His quality of contact was also much better last year, carrying the highest hard-hit rate of his career and posting an expected weighted on-base 
average (calculated by merging the exit velocity and launch angle data of his contact) 8 percent better than the league average, according to 
xStats.org, and 5 percent higher than each of his previous two seasons. 
 
This is all a really complicated way to help explain why Morrison clubbed a career-high 38 homers, posted a 130 wRC+ and was worth 3.3 wins 
above replacement. He slashed .246/.353/.516, with his on-base and slugging serving as the most meaningful part of the line. But were those 
numbers for real? Or was it just an outlier beyond what he's already proved to be? Factors like a tangible change in approach are part of what's 
used to separate variance and luck from trusted, repeatable production. 
 
They can offer a glimpse of why such a massive shift takes place, but they are far from any sort of guarantee. After all, for every positive that 
might offer some confidence in a repeat performance, there are also possible warning signs. Morrison battled wrist issues in 2016, and his 
numbers in the first half of 2017 (24 homers, 143 wRC+) were much better than his second-half production (14 homers, 112 wRC+). 
 
When evaluating a player, deciding what elements hold the most weight can be challenging. 
 
“What I often think we're trying to understand is what led to a player's performance,” Antonetti said. “What are the underlying indicators that 
would give us reason to think that performance can continue on a similar trajectory or a different trajectory? A lot of those are those secondary 
level (things) like, what is going on with his swing? What do his mechanics look like?” 
 
Part of that evaluation comes from also trusting those put in place to note a positive or negative mechanical change. 
 
“I think our scouts do a tremendous job of identifying those things,” Mike Chernoff said. “It definitely helps to have a tangible reason to see what 
has happened. The challenge with other teams' players is you never know why it happened. Was it an approach thing? Was it a mindset, was it 
a coaching thing? That's where it's hard to forecast moving forward whether that's going to stick or not if he switches teams.” 
 
Of course, Morrison isn't the only hitting profile to drastically change in recent years. Overall, fly balls have increased over the past few 
seasons, at least part of the reason for the record-high home run total of 2017. And players like Josh Donaldson, Justin Turner, J.D. Martinez 
and Jay Bruce have provided tangible evidence of those adjustments paying off in career-best style. 
 
But in a world of surging power, knowing what number jumps to believe in can be overwhelming. And should the door officially close on 
Santana this winter, it will be necessary to have the best contingency plan in place. 
 
“We're always looking for things and trying to figure out why a certain player was better or worse in a certain year,” Chernoff said. “The 
challenge is pulling the layers back and knowing if it's going to stick moving forward. Because you can't get into that player's head.” 
 
Without that direct knowledge, the more additional ways to quantify a potential outlier, the better. But I just wouldn't recommend sitting outside 
their hotel room while they're discussing those possibilities. 
 
 
 



Tributes pour in for former Captains clubhouse manage r Matt Pruzinsky 
By David Glasier, The News-Herald 
POSTED: 12/12/17, 6:07 PM EST | UPDATED: 8 HRS AGO # COMMENTS 
The sudden death of former Lake County Captains batboy and home clubhouse manager Matthew Pruzinsky sent shock waves through the 
Indians organization. 
 
Pruzinsky, a 32-year-old Mentor native, died on Dec. 10 of an apparent cardiac arrest while attending the game between the Browns and Green 
Bay Packers at FirstEnergy Stadium.. 
 
A graduate of St. Mary School in Mentor, Notre Dame-Cathedral Latin High School and Ohio State University, Pruzinsky was home clubhouse 
manager at Classic Park from 2005 to 2009. He began working for the Captains as bat boy during their inaugural season of 2003. The Captains 
are a full-season Single A affiliate of the Indians. 
 
Since 2010, Pruzinsky has been home clubhouse manager at Huntington Park in Columbus, home of the Triple-A Columbus Clippers, also an 
Indians affiliate. 
“The Lake County Captains organization is saddened to hear about the sudden passing of Matt Pruzinsky,” Captains General Manager Neil 
Stein said. “Matt was a terrific person and great employee of the Captains before he moved on to the Columbus Clippers. ” 
 
Stein and Captains Assistant General Manager Jen Yorko are attending baseball’s winter meetings in Lake Buena Vista, Florida. 
 
Yorko joined the Captains front office in 2007 and said she was “devastated” upon learning of Pruzinsky’s death. 
 
“I can vividly recall his fun-loving character,” Yorko said. “Even working long baseball hours in the heat of the summer, you’d still find a smile on 
his face and laugh with his jokester personality.” 
 
Yorko said her heart goes out to Pruzinsky’s widow, Shannon, who joined the Captains as in intern in 2008 and was subsequently hired a full-
time employee in the team’s ticket office. She is expecting twin boys in March 2018. 
 
“Shannon has the sweetest, most kind-hearted personality,” Yorko said. “The loss of Matt is devastating to their families, friends and entire 
baseball community.” 
 
A number of current and former Indians players who played for the Captains and Clippers on their climbs to the big leagues have offered 
tributes to Pruzinsky on Twitter. They include Jason Kipnis, Mike Clevinger, Danny Salazar, Shawn Armstrong, Cody Anderson and Bradley 
Zimmer. 
 
Armstrong established a GoFundMe page “to raise money to help Shannon with future expenses for their two baby boys. Anything helps and 
we would greatly appreciate your prayers for the Pruzinsky family.” 
 
The page is www.gofundme.com/the-26th-man-matt-pruzinski 
 
Rosenthal: Dodgers standing by; Nats preparing to s pend; Machado to have options 
By Ken Rosenthal 6 hours ago  
LAKE BUENA VISTA, Fla. — The Los Angeles Dodgers’ quiet off-season — at least so far — is easy to explain. 
 
The Dodgers like their club after winning 104 games last season and advancing to Game 7 of the World Series. They did their heavy free-agent 
lifting a year ago, re-signing closer Kenley Jansen, third baseman Justin Turner and left-hander Rich Hill for a combined $192 million. And once 
again, they face luxury-tax concerns, already projecting to be above the initial $197 million threshold, according to Cot’s Baseball Contracts. 
 
Those are not the only reasons, however, why the Dodgers appear relatively inactive in the trade and free-agent markets. The team, according 
to major-league sources, also wants to ensure it does not block opportunities for its top pitching prospects, most notably right-handers Walker 
Buehler and Trevor Oaks and lefty Julio Urias, who is unlikely to be ready until later in the season after undergoing major shoulder surgery last 
June. 
 
The Dodgers’ theory is that they will stall the development of their younger pitchers if they fail to give those pitchers a chance. The team is well-
positioned to integrate Buehler, Oaks, and others. It supports its starters by limiting the lengths of their outings — the Dodgers’ rotation ranked 
10th in the NL last season in innings — and often protects arms by making liberal use of the disabled list. 
 
Catching is another area in which the Dodgers are admirably deep. Yasmani Grandal, projected to earn $7.7 million in his final year of 
arbitration according to MLBTradeRumors.com, started only two of the Dodgers’ 15 postseason games, and is again expected to assume a 
secondary role behind Austin Barnes. The Dodgers, though, also can play Barnes some at second base. And if Grandal departs after the 2018 
season as a free agent, which appears likely, the team can perhaps replace him with Will Smith, their first-round pick out of Louisville in 2016. 
Smith is the Dodgers’ No. 8 prospect according to MLBPipeline.com; another catcher, Keibert Ruiz, 19, ranks No. 6. 
 
Nationals not spending…yet 



The Washington Nationals, like the Dodgers, face luxury-tax issues — they currently project to be within $4 million of the first threshold, 
according to Cot’s (teams incur additional penalties at $217 million and $237 million). So, while the Nats continue to explore right-handed free-
agent relief pitchers such as Juan Nicasio and Brandon Kintzler, they do not seem particularly motivated to move — not with setup men, 
including 37-year-old Pat Neshek, going for $8 million to $9 million annually. 
 
New Nationals manager Dave Martinez is a fan of free-agent closer Wade Davis from their days together with the Cubs, but a big-ticket item 
such as Davis seems especially unlikely in the Nats’ current financial predicament. The team also is considering free-agent backup catchers, 
including Alex Avila, sources say. 
 
Of course, we’ve seen this act before from the Nationals, who frequently abandon payroll restrictions once agent Scott Boras gets the ear of 
owner Ted Lerner and whispers sweet nothings about one of his free-agent clients. I’ve written previously about how Boras’ top free-agent 
pitcher, right-hander Jake Arrieta, makes sense for the Nats, and will not believe Arrieta is headed elsewhere until I see him don the jersey of 
another club. 
 
South Side Manny? 
The Philadelphia Phillies are expected to be a top suitor next off-season for potential Orioles free agent Manny Machado, assuming Machado 
does not sign an extension with a team that might acquire him in a trade. Other teams nearing the ends of their rebuilding programs, however, 
also would be logical candidates to bid for Machado in free agency. 
 
Consider, for example, the Chicago White Sox. Machado is set to become a free agent at 26 and could become the centerpiece of the White 
Sox’s renaissance at either his preferred shortstop or third base. The White Sox are highly unlikely to give up the two controllable starting 
pitchers the Orioles want for Machado when he would not be guaranteed to remain on the south side beyond this season. But the White Sox’s 
commitments for 2019 — $9.9 million — are even lower than where the Phillies will be after the Phils complete their free-agent deals with 
relievers Tommy Hunter and Neshek. 
 
The San Diego Padres and Atlanta Braves possibly could justify signing Machado for the same reasons as well — and again, we’re talking only 
about teams currently rebuilding. Machado would draw interest from multiple contenders as well, giving him a range of options. 
 
Around the horn 
* Might the Eric Hosmer sweepstakes come down to a race between two low-revenue clubs, the San Diego Padres and Kansas City Royals? 
Free agency is unpredictable, but if the Boston Red Sox, as expected, focus more on J.D. Martinez, the rest of the market for Hosmer will 
remain unclear — unless, perhaps, the St. Louis Cardinals enter the bidding. 
 
The Padres and Royals essentially are selling Hosmer on the same idea — the chance to be the leader of a rebuilding team that likely will not 
seriously contend for at least two years. With San Diego, Hosmer would start anew in one of the most desirable cities in baseball. With Kansas 
City, he would be in a position to lead his original team’s revival and spend his entire career with one club. 
 
* One free agent we haven’t heard much about: Catcher Jonathan Lucroy, who lost his chance to return to the Colorado Rockies when the 
team went with a cheaper alternative, Chris Iannetta, signing him to a two-year, $8.5 million contract. 
 
In addition to the Nationals, the San Francisco Giants, Toronto Blue Jays, Texas Rangers and Minnesota Twins are believed to be seeking 
catching, but mostly at the backup level — the Giants, for example, might reunite with Nick Hundley. The Pittsburgh Pirates also could have an 
opening if they trade Francisco Cervelli. 
 
A lack of buzz about a free agent does not necessarily mean he is attracting little interest. Lucroy is represented by Excel Sports, an agency 
that is highly discreet in its dealings with clubs. 
 
* The Pirates, at least to this point, have not generated the offers they desire for center fielder Andrew McCutchen and right-hander Gerrit Cole. 
One baseball official in touch with the club says the versatile Josh Harrison actually is the Pirates player garnering the most attention. 
 
Most teams likely will view McCutchen as a corner outfielder and not a center fielder, and at this point, free agents such as Martinez and Jay 
Bruce remain available. Cole, meanwhile, still looms as an affordable alternative to the top free-agent starters — he is projected to earn $7.5 
million in the second of his three years of arbitration. As a result, the acquisition cost for him will be high. 
 
* And finally, look for the top free-agent left-handed relievers — Tony Watson and Jake McGee — to reach agreements soon. The Red Sox, 
Houston Astros and Seattle Mariners are among the clubs pursuing lefties for their bullpens. 
 
 
 


